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➊➌➍ This family
wanted a casual retreat
reminiscent of their
favorite vacation
spot, Aspen. To lend
added warmth to the
custom-built fireplace we
wrapped the beams with
reclaimed wood from an
1880s barn in Maine.
Two large copper pendants anchor the inviting
conversational seating.
➋ This sweet tropical
nursery was completed
with a custom handcarved rocking horse.

➊
Portfolio of Fine Interior Design

Beth Krupa Interiors

O

ur accessible design team
works collaboratively as
designers with our clients
to achieve the best possible results.
We have created a warm and inviting environment where the client
doesn’t have to feel intimidated by the
process. Our clientele values Beth’s
generous nature and her welcoming response when they drop by the
studio to say hello.
Our specialty is the ability to use
Beth’s degree in sociology, combined
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with her study in interior design, to
really listen to her clients and get to
the heart of what they are trying to
achieve. Together we explore the full
spectrum of design solutions and
possibilities. We appreciate the couple
who want their home “done well” but
feels stuck or don’t know where to
begin. That’s really our strong suit.
Our clients tend to have very active
lifestyles and value how quickly we
can pull together a room created
specifically for their young, energetic
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families. We think in terms of present
needs, but also try to forecast future
wants that they can grow into.
Since our clients value their home
for entertaining family and friends,
we want the environments to say
“welcome!” and for their guests to
leave with a true sense of who they are
as a family, to know more about their
travels and pursuits, or to just feel a
stronger bond with them.
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Beth Krupa Interiors
259-A Sound Beach Ave.
Old Greenwich, CT 06870
203-890-9292
bethkrupainteriors.com
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